software testing resources
Testing Performance

**HIT THE GROUND RUNNING**

- Career Dedicated Testers
- ISEB Certified
- Full Software Testing Lifecycle
- All Forms of Testing
- Knowledge of Test Automation
- Test Strategy, Design, Approach
- Test Scripting, Execution, Reporting
- Requirement Analysis to UAT

**CONNECTING YOUR BUSINESS TO THE TESTING RESOURCES YOU NEED**

At Testing Performance our services are focused on providing high quality testing resource across the entire testing lifecycle. Because of this focus, we are able to find the resources you need for testing projects quickly and simply. We operate a rich pool of talent, with many of our testers being well known industry experts in their own right. Many of our test consultants have worked with us on numerous projects and we can often vouch for their quality first hand.

We have a very experienced in-house resource team that are fully supported by our own Principal Consultants. They enhance the recruitment process by technically vetting every candidate we supply. Our Principal Consultants each have up to 30 years testing experience to draw upon and have often been hiring managers on projects themselves. By working with our recruitment team we are able to quickly assess and validate each candidate’s technical capability.

Our recruiters themselves have decades of experience delivering testing resource across a variety of technical projects and business sectors.

We work hard to ensure that every tester we work with is of the highest quality. To register with us, a tester must be able to show a solid testing career with a proven track record of delivering testing projects successfully.

We can often deliver testers with specific business knowledge, which means the learning curve is dramatically shortened allowing them to get up to speed and make a positive impact on your projects.

We have particular expertise across non-functional and performance testing and we are often requested to provide our services as a ‘white label’ on behalf of many major IT consultancies.

Acquiring your test team through Testing Performance is confident step towards a successful project.

**TESTING PERFORMANCE**

- Saves Time
- Saves Money
- Removes Staffing Hassle
- Reduces Risk
- Increases Productivity
- Improves Business Confidence
- Delivers Your Project Successfully
Because no two businesses are identical, we believe a one size fits all approach does not offer the best solution.

Testing Performance are experts in delivering made-to-measure services that dovetail exactly into your business and meet your needs across the whole of your projects.

WE COVER EVERY TESTING POSITION

We have testers of every level. Whether you need a senior test manager to help formulate testing strategy and test approach, or a hands-on tester to write scripts and execute testing. Whatever you need, we can provide the people.

We cover business driven projects like acceptance testing, or compliance as well as technical testing projects.

- Business analysts
- Test project / programme managers
- Test managers
- Senior test consultants/ team leaders
- Testers/ test analysts
- Compliance testing/ financial crime
- UAT/ BAT/ OAT/ acceptance
- Test tool specialists
- Performance/ non-functional testers
- Full support staff

CUSTOM SOLUTIONS

At Testing Performance we work hard to build a complete understanding of our client’s needs. We provide a complete range of test resources, test consultancy, tools, support and training services. Our managed testing services are tailored exactly to your business requirements.

Our service is not just about shifting bits of paper, but providing a fully supportive service that fits your business.

HI-TECH SYSTEMS

Testing Performance operates some of the most advanced recruitment technology available. We can identify, track and contact our qualified testers even while we are on the move.

We can set up an on-site resourcing team in the time it takes for you to provide us with a desk. All we need is an internet connection.

NEED A TEAM OF SUPER TESTERS?

CONTACT US

Testing Performance,
HMS President, Victoria Embankment
London, EC4Y 0HJ
Tel: +44(0)845 056 9105
Email: info@testingperformance.co.uk
www.testingperformance.org